
RSVP Students single out personalization as
the dominant poOive feature

Thus, the RSVP Feedback Program in writing
seerr, to have earned student and some instruc-
tor acceptance in the experimy-ntal study, and to
haye made a significant contribution in breaking
down htiman resistance to the machines Over a __

.two and one-half Year pgriod ending in july,'1981,
for example, 32 fatutly memberjs have used the
program to reach almost 2,80Q tudents enrolled
in freshman composition or remedial Writing- ,

classes Further, RSVP has processed faculty
lanalys0 of 6,231 esSays, written by the studept
and provided 16,038 prescriptions

In terms of learning effectiveness. a significanl
. difference between RSVP and non-RaVP groups

in the field test was observed in the oblective test,
"Comparative Guidance and -Placement Pro-
gram Written English Expression" test The
impact of instruction also should be evident in the
s'tudents' writing Holistic scoring provides an
effectiveirnethod of evaluating writing as a whole

Experienced raters at the Educational Testing
Service read the pre and post treatmentessays
of all, the students tii the experimental and con-

lled groups and scored them holistically The
results of ;the experimental study revealed that
such scoring did not turn up any signficant im-
provement in students' writing across the board.
or 4, difference between thVISVP and non--RSVP
groups

Asa support system for various configurations
of teaching strategies and curriculum materials,
the RSVP Feedback Program in writing is intended

39
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Amidst these paradoxes, Miami-Dade Com-
munity College has developed an instructional
Management system known as RSVP, hespohse
Systeni with Variable A'escriptiong, which 'can
comfortably accommodate the needs'of Survival,
and quality, and traditional and non traditional
approaches The use of this syStem at Miami-
Da& is an attempt to maximize learning, to
enhance instructional support services, to assist. 'faculty in- record-keeping and course-manage-
ment, and to serve the students in a more
way for either 'closed'. on-campus -classes or
"open" classes off-campus'

The general objective'of thepcufly to individ-
ualize teachir6lsonsistent with the capacity of.,
computers to do the same thing fOr large and
_diverse nurpbersiof students Relearcti at Miami-
Dade shOws,that not only can faculty and com-
puter-based-instructional management-systems
-Co-exist. but that ,they carractuall enhance a
leacAinglearnirig process 'Others may benefit
'from information atiOut the use of the compiiter
to Maxirriize instruction, enable the faculty to
be less eficurniiered with course details, and
becor'he more directly influential.in the teach
learning process ,

r
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ConcludinNComthents

fi

e prifnary 'purpose of this monlgraph was to
share with others ttte Miami-Dade experiences
With RSVP, The prcpram lies come a long way
But the is a long way tcf goln adequately uti-
lizing the exploding,communication technologies
for the eVhancement of learning Getting pre-

/ pared and being involed in the computer
technoMrs has been a slow process The
people who have been toUched by RSVP'haye
showo.,a deep commitr9er;1 to use it in their own
unique vyays- ,,and to coritgually expand their
Sophrstication in individualizing instruction and
advisement

The RSVP system of instruction has embrbed
was an entity in the institution and is being recog-
nized as an integral part onhe instructional
support The years dexpe,rienle With RSVP since
1971 have not escaped the fear of the unknown
or the cry against impersonaliz n But for-
tunately for the student's, faculty,. adminis-
trators alike those- responses have not sur-
faced 50 much as the 'excitement of the innotative
possitilities 'that are made wail le through this
computer.-based instruotional management
system

Even now. Those ,involved are looking to the
future and the inevitable environment ocmicro-
Zompulers for education Accordingly,

`§3Yt.)
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INDIVIDUALIZED ANALYSIS OF WRITINO
MIAMI-DADE COMMUNITY ROLLEGEill

Assignment 1 Student # 0000020
Jan 11,,1980 i

The name and address
of the student have been
rertioved intentionally

'-..

°

. Dear Student'. ,

Thank you for turning in Assignment 1
Below are some comments Iam.having you

read to help you see waygto improve your w4ting
' A. 1

,.t

CV.

Verb Usage' Shift in Tense °

Verbs change inform to show the time (tense)
of their action Read the following paragraph

Emilio was interested ip the stars At night he
set his telescope in the yard First, he pointed
it toward the North star Then he looked at the
surrounding stars Firially, he picked out one
group and studied it' -
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introduction

In recent months educational reform a Miami
Dace Community College has caugnt the
attention of tne national media Two major wire
serkrce.s Associated Press and United Press
Internal lona) hale carried- stones about Miami-

D4de s efforts-to improve the quality of its instruc-
tional program Nationally distriouted journals
and magazinds such as tne Wall Street Jouna!
The Chronicle of Higher Education Cornrnundy
and Junior College Journal and Chartge.maga-
zine have,also featured articles and commen-
taries on Miami-Dade s reientiess\pufiJit of

quality Ina confprenensivk plan far the cnange
is of interest to some the radical change-and its
relationsnip to Ine open door philosophy of
community colleges intrigue others, and-the
reliance 'On the new forms of communfcations
technology to wrioleMent rnorH10.0 and manage
the new parameters of the reform excites it'll'
others

The purpose of this AACJG Pocket Reader is
to describe in some detail one very small com-
ponent of the technological applications that
are being utilized to support thousands of under-
achieving students, superior students and those
in between One .of the most critical problems
facing .the Community colleges and in tact
colleges-and universities in general is a severe

5
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Educational Paradoxes

In the past decade external forces political
and social have caused serious dilemmas for
colleges and universities In the face of shrinking
.clientele, diminishing' finances, and declining

: public confidence, there have been debates
about selective versus open-door admissidn.
lacreased enrollment versus retention of stu-
dents traditional versus non-t@ditional education
and education for all versus education for each -
The pendului*, swings from.one-end to the other
as institutions adjust strategies in order to ensure
their continued existence amidst a multitude of

. constraints
The tug between survival and quality is accen-

tuated by the declining skills A college graduates,
forces, equally expressive. are pulling colleges
and universities in opposite directions ,

On the one side there is a rising momentum
to return to the traditional. to lighten standards.
to retreat to the basic college program. to weed
out the underachievers. to return, to more con-
ventional methods of teaching, and to reestablish
the -true" value of letter grades

On the other side is the thrust to move educa-
tion farther and farther away from the traditional
Many loosely labeled non traditional' programs

-- are finding their ways onto the college scene The
movement is characterized by the availability of

.eN
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external 'degrees, universities without walls,
wmpetency-based Curriculums, and experiential'
and open-learning programs

Increasing numbers of people from diverse
backgrounds who want college education have
provided tl?e impetus for this movement Minority
groups, senior citizens, part-time student's, and
other groups are forcing the expansion:of new
modes of instruction new adventures in learn-
ing that rely heavily, on media resources and
other sophisticatedlforms of technology

10
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Computets in Education

r '4\
Education, most would agree:should at some 4.

point encompass ati interactive human process"'
To many, learning by machine represents a
dehumanizing processrWriters tend to reflect twj
extreme points of vle,Wio

One view' is that computers have nouseful
purpose in instruction, theother'advocates that
use of the technology is the panacea that will
enable colleges and universities to individualize
instruction and out costs as well p xix)

Thus, either commuted proponOts or enraged
opponents are writing on the subject Obviocsly,
there Is room for both camps to move toward a t
tolerable compromise In fact, recent develop-
ments in education bear out 'what John G
Kemeny foresaw in 1972, namely, that the desire
in teachers to individulize instruction and the
potential in computer technology to.accommo-
date instructional needs have re-ached such
heights that an encounter between the two was

'inevitable Perhaps the advayitage of relying on
computers is reflected objectively by Richard L
Ferguson ab.follows r.

pts at individualization in conventional
room t nvironments by .the most imag-

In ie of teachers are likely to lead to at
best inoditst success and at worst nervous

12
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frustration If flearning specialists and
psychologists canIdetermine the variables
which represent' the best input for making'
wise dectsiqns, then a computer. can be

. programmed to perform the task! which a
single,tegher would ,no doubt finciwnpossi-
ble to manage

What can computers bring to the partnership
in teaching9 Computers offer their incredible
capacities for speed. memory, reliOility patience.

and obedience Moreover as David Reisman

once pointed out, computers have.a marked
advantage of minimizing prejudices of students
and teachers, zit-11th can block effective learling
In this sense, the impersonalizatoin imposed by
computers in the instructional process has an
equalizing effect on diverse human 'beings .%

Computers naturally accept no responspility
for decision-makn, which is a human activity
Faculty are equipped to handle the ,complex
process of speculating and confirming, seaiching-
and experimenting, and analyzing and conclud-

ing In teaching, instructors constantly, and
continuAly make decisions but a computer
is faster far tess forgetful. and even less incon-
sistent Instructors are pleasantly patient if they

have to point out repeated errors in the assign-
ments of a few studentg. but beyond pat their

patience may grow thin
What, then. gives the most promise for a har-

, rnidnious and productive relationship among the
Itach'er the student. and the machine"' Computer
technology moves in somewhat mysterious ways
The hardware explosion is years ahead of the

13



software and human development yet, without
the latter, the potentials of the hardware remain
unrealized

Ovec this last decade Miarfti-Dade has tripd
to facIlitate and promote faculty development
in the use of computers for education A satisfac-
tory mix of teacher and technology in the learning
process has been created

14
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-Computeraased
Instruction Via RSVP

fr
fry a traditional sense instructors gerlwally

provide some information to their students
through assigned readings videotape's,
auctiotapes lectures, and, or in-class experi-
ences The instructor thus 'nitrates the firsNart
of the d@logue'and then prompts-the response
by asking questions, assigning work.. leading
disCussions, or giving a test Other means of-
imparting information and stimulating responses

'may be used None of these activities needs to
\change or ypi when,the use of the computer
tpir instruction irEcTrilemplated

The RSVP system accommodates both class-
room instruction and independent stbey. and the
curriculum desigris that incorporate such con-
cepts as progravned learning. diagritgtic and
prescriptiv`e teaching, performance -based
curricula, critenoveferenced evaluation, and
modular teaching are enhanced by tile use of
RSVP As a content- and context-free system,
RSVP can be programmed to cater to any mode
Of instruction size'of enrollment, level of educa-i..
tion, and kind of time frame This flexibility
perhaps its most striking feature, allowing the
creativity of faculty to errfr.and guiding them
to'l2ecome. organized and systematic in instrti,-

"tional planning and delivery

6,15
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The teacher is rightfully the ,pivotakperson to
initiate and maintain viable feedback through

`RSVP Once an instructor prepares the prescrip-
bons and instructions. the monitoring of student
respons9s* requires relatively less time than
would a similar number of face-to-face dialogues,

,.thus permitting the instructor to interact With
individuals or groups of students at any point in
the dynamic process . .

Although the RSVP Computer system has the
potentialjo individualize instructon, it must be
activated by the mind of the instructor He of
she must

'

1) select instructionally useful attribute and
' "performance information.
2) instruct the RSVP system to ,store the

selected pieces of informatton.
3) combine the pieces of stored information

in the form of commands and
it) 4provide li-ie vaned prescriptions in order to

allow the RSVP system to print differential
letters to students ' R.

I

The degree of individualizatiori that can be
yachieved through the system is limited only by the
imagination of the instructor to conceptualize
the potential for variations within the sysipm and

. , to activate the syst6m for implementation

16
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Applications of RSVP At
Miami -Dade

...

t

From 1971 to 1981, RSVP has grown in several
ways Its capacities have increased. its corn-. ,
plexities have expanded, its versatility has
widened. and ifs users have grown in number
None of these developments has been earth-

eking Quite the contrary. the growth has
sAemed steady but slow

.
But it is the steady growth that speaks well for

RSVP and all its proponents In the early years,
RSVP' s crawling stage was so long that it some-
times'appeared that it would never stand up on
its own, however, that stage call it incubation
period has been absolutely necessary for
solid and long-lasting growth .

Beginning with one course offered through
Open College (Miami-Dade's option for off

campus learners), RSVP now servesstudentsand
faculty on all four campuses The applications of

'RSVP to the various courses and programs differ
So significantly from one to another that it is hard
to realize that arhave arisen from the same.
system .

College-wide, for instance, RSVP is informidg
new a-nd continuing stude is of their academic
progress at Miami-Dade rn a into each term
(Academic Alert and Advisement). At mid-term,
all faculty members provide information about

17
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their studentS progress and attendance Th4s
information, Combirted with other information
credit load. previous performance ethnic affilia-
too, native language age. basic skills test scores
extracted from th'e college registration syster

provides a computer data-base to generate
highly personalized reports to approximatO
45 009_students enrolled at Miami-Dade Out of
a pool of stored messages. RSVP, selects those
appropriate k each student The possible com-
binations of the megsageLould result irras man y ,

as 26 878 unique letters to studenti
.

RSVP takes on a different role in the division
of telecourses It responds to students answers
to multiple-chola questions in courses sich as
Principles of Business Human Growth and
Development. Death Attitudes & Life Affirma-
tion, Business Law, Earth Sea, & Sky, Contenn
pojary Health Issues The Art of Being.Human
The Living Environment 4The Ascent of Man
General Education Mathernatics. Optimtal 'Self
Development. and IntroducCon to Oceanography

'.Since ;its first course in winter term 1971-74
this division has served approximately 31,000
.studerits lo distance learning in 2 different

, courses
For n-cvnpus classes 'RSVP has provided

Ind/yid alized prescriptive feedback to students

on math. freshman compoiltion. and
din ana my economics social science. general

educai
stuclenidevelopment In laboratories and learningii

centers RSVP generates study guides and
instruc onal feedback in the basic skills of read-

, ing. wri 'rig, and mathematics

18 2 0



Other. interesting applicatiops include RSVP
NURSELECT Nhicn evaluates and informs all .,
applicants to the Assoc ate D ee Nursing
Program, Health Anaiysis and Irhor ement a
course in which students receive Ind idualized
fitness programs Stude; Information Profile in

which RSVP sends personal patters about special
needs of handicapped students to their instruc-
tors, and an honors recruitment system in which
RSVP informs superior students about the Em-
phasis on Excellence, program at Miami-Dade

Thus in classrooms and labs in oasic- skills
courses and electives RSVP nas become a
useful tool for individualizing instruction and
advisement, and its use continues to expaod as
the faculty and advisors. at Miami-Dade seek
combuter support term after term At this point
it is highly unlikely that any Mi.omi-Dade student
will pass through a program of study /without being
touched in some way by RSVP .

19



The Feedback Program for
Analysis of Writing

Another uniquely created aoplicat,on of the
system is the RSVP Feedback Program for ;n0i-
vidualized Analysis of Writing that was developed
over a period of one year under an Exxon 'Educe-
tioh Foundation grant Based on a survey of more
than 200 source% prepared specificaiii for this

*project Serena and Newman 1978; the RSVP
Feedback Program in writing stresses the need
for 1; praace of writing without the trireat of
being graded 2) use of -positive reinforcement
3t selective evaluation of students errors and
4) timeliness of feedback for subsequent writing
The development review and revision of the
feedback program for writing involved 36 English
instructors from five, community colleges and
two universities
The instructors who use the feedback program

may Select their own textbooks, teaching
methods, and grading policies The program
supports instructors Who teach composition
courses or any other courses in which students
arp expectdd to write StraVies inydIving group,
instruction, peer tutoring. tind addio-visual in-
structor conferences are served equally 'by the
RSVP Feedback Program in writing

20
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The flow of activitielt in this program -is pre
sented in Figure 1 and Comprises the following

1i Students write
21 Instructors read each essay-as a whole and

choose a level IA B or C) A represenling
the- basic level oLfe.edback written able
sevrithigraSe level B fepresenting the
intermediate or ninth-grade reading level
and C representing the tpenor eleventh-
grade reading level

3i Instrugtors exarrine each essay analytically
and 'select the errors needing prescriptions
not more than five at a time is the

recommended number)
4) a Instructors mark a computer readable

form for theselected prescriptions
b Instructors make written comments on

those essays they think require them
Instructors enter the tortes for computer
processing

6) Instructors distribute the RSVP letters to the
students along tith their essays

A studealCs typical essay that was graded by a
faculty member follows Figure 1 Conventionally.
this is what the student would receive as feedback
frotn the instruikor. In contrast, with the RSVP
system.-the stugnt receives a detailed feedback
report as shown This report is generited On the
basis of a computer readable form completed by
the instructor. also shown here

21



Class Writing #1
My Favorite Sport g

o,)
i

4.,)

-t
7.g 4Q . -2-

0 d S..0 4 For two years in high
g

1 school, I was on the water -9
o o polo and swimming team; In -t
L"O :

,. water_Eolo season' we woul g c

1 g have drills on handling the cc?) -4.4

-- ---
'k-,)*

cyl

ball with separate 'hands. 'I '' 6 .3

g I We Would also have drills
, (;),:c1

., on doing egg-beaters in the -c g
lq

tx3 'water. At the water polo .k, 4(-o) 0N4 ...t

oo.,,)
g games, both opponent lopu,T--.1d, g c, .4.= ao be a defensive man or an

.Z offensive man, depending k .

4,, w on which team he..-4,,
-9 'ball..is. i

In sw,'_mmng season,

7-you would want 'to keep
swimming those laps,

because it was winter-
time,_ and you would be tz,

cold if you didn't keep
your pace up. Our
coach would make us swim
a.,500-yard swim in ten
minutes. , The -hard part Vt.%

is swimming three -or four .14

altdoon pooi?4n'

indoovPat but unheated?
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500-yard swims at a time.'My
I/ give

favorite stroke is backstioke. detai
My weakest stroke is breadt-

1 stroke'. The stroke witet''e - expec

0 Azoo-beeorre-ti-red. in is the -..\(

'butterfly stroke. that tac
-- youIn my opinion

swimming meets are exciting,
that is if'more people
would show up to watch,
them. I triink swimmers

should ..bencerecognized--3 A
than football players in
high School. My reason
is-that swimmers work
out in...cold water, in file

1- .---

wintertime, and sometimet-
\v, in the Morning before

dawn. I ho e_J'm not----tp.
sounding re 'udic but

Tawimmers don't get'

(

'q enough credit for being
active in more than one

cl..sport, whicha8 water polo.

1 undeiistand -that you ake taking abc
watet Apott6,-alld I'm glad _they ate imponta
to. you. HOweven, in ondeA to 0.2,-6ent youn
1eding4 and idea6 e66ectivetq you need to
wo'th on otgani'zing your mate)t,cae mate awl
.40 thi-t your main thezi.6 and youA,44ppoAtir
idea wiLe4tand out. The mate/I-Lae I'w giv
you to vad,,shoutd heap Ku undeMtand how
you comed - improve the cute 4' e mcuthed in
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The verbs "was interested," "set," "poirrted,"
"looked,' picked," .and "studied" describe

s actions and show that they all happened
in the past SiriC the time ,s the same for each
action.* tense (time) of the verbs (words used
to express the actions) is the same It is the past
tense Verb tense indicates the time of the action

Actions that take place at the same time are
always in the same tense

As he walks (preset t), he eats "(present) a
oandy bar

As hewalketi (past), he ate (past) a candy bar

When an action happens at a ,different time
from other actions, you use a different tense
Read ttle paragraph below

Maggie now works in a food store She bags
groceries Before she got this job, she deliVered
newspapers She quit the newspaper route be-

-, cause 4,he had to get up too early in the morning.

The first two sentences in the paragraph are
in the present tense because they describe
Maggie s if te now The last two sentences de-
scribe actions that took place in the past, so the
verbs "got "delivered," "quit," and "had" are
in the past tense
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C.

Unity and Coherenci:
Lack of Consistent Ordering of General

and Specific Ideas'

In a paragraph you should use one main .
generalization (usually called the topic sen-
tence) This generalization tells the reader
what the rest of the paragraph is about Be-
cause the topic sentence (central idea) is
general, the other sentences must directly
support- and develop that' sentence Use
developmental sentences at are as specific
avid concrete as possible

Read the following paragraph Notice the
use of specific and concrete language

Camping in South Florida is not always
fun First of all, the camptifit usually
prefer to wait until the dry season At that
time, there are fewer mosquitoes to nip
red-blooded victims When the best time

i finally does arrive, the eager campers
have to get ready They must collect their
tent equipment pots and parts. canned
food, fishing gear, and clothing Next
these outdoorsmen have to find a camp-
ing site that relatively free of ants,
snakes, and rocks When they firtally get
their campfire burning, they have%to watch

29
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it carefully because the area is now so
dry Finally, someone has 'to do the sticky,
boring, and dirty job of scaling the catch
of the day before it can be cooked or
scorched over an uncertain fire Even
though campers remain eager to camp,
camping in South Florida 'could tax the
endurance of even a career Marine ser-
geant

Method of Developinent:
Inadequate Use of Details, facts, Statistics

The central i plc sentence) of your
paragraph should be supported and developed by
the other sentences One way to sUrSport your
topic sentence is with details, facts, or statistics
Look at how the following paragraph uses this
method of development

Topic Sentence Last Week, I witnessed an
automobile accident, which is still on my
mind

Example of developreent with deta)Is
Long after the wrecked cars were towed
away and the broken glasS was swept up,
witnesses remained, talking among them-
selves. .
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Example of development with a fact
The European compact skidded fifty yards,
from the corner of Palm Drive tp C011ins
Avenue . ..

7
Example of develdpment with a statistic

In the last year': ten accidents have oc-
curred at the same location

Note When you use details.lacfs. or statistics
to support your topic Sentence. make sure the
information is accurate and based upon reliable
sources

1,

Lack of Central/Main Idea

A paragraph is written to discuss a central
(main) idea WhereveF the central idea comes in
the paragraph, it is expressed in a topic sentence.
Ail effective central idea has a limited subject
It alo conveys a clear attitude towardthe subject

The attitude in the central idea shows the
reader quickly and easily how the subject will
be developed The attitude requires some dis-
cuSsion, explanation, development, or support
to be understood It is explained in some major
or minor way by each of the other sentences
in the paragraph Therefore, it is the most
important sentence in the entire paragraph.
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ad the above independent paragraph that
explains. the purpose of the attitude and ask your-
self these questions Which sentence states what
the paragraph is mainly/about" How do the other
entences explain that central idea clearly and
ully"

After you write your paragraph ask yourself
. these questions about it Which sentence states

what the paragraph is main!, about' Do the other
sentences develop that' central idea clearly and
fully"' Take put.any sentences that do not answer
yes to the second question If you follow these

steps. you should be able to write effective
paragraphs I

e

I look forWardzao seeing your next assignment,
Keep writing and writing, because improvement
comes only with practice /
Sincerely

The Paculty Member's Name
has been removed intentionally

I.

,

In presentinQ these illustrations. no claims
are, made that the three levels of feedback are all-
inclusive, only that they cover the most cbmmon,
definable elemeck of standard written English l'

In varying degrees from skill ajea to skill area
and level to level, the prescriptions were designed

30 ,...,
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1). to emphasize:the problems in communica-
tion faced by a reader who confronts
language that has been usedsTmthout knowl-
edge of conventions

2) to present correct models-, drawn from
familiar events and activities, rather than
examples of errors

3) to provide acceptable' alternate ways of
expression that depend upon, the intention
of the writer

41 to expose students to well-written para-
graphs, whenever feasible. rather than a
series of unrelated sentences

5). tpinpathize with the difficulties students
may be facing in improvirt their writing

6) to avoid technical terms as much as pos-
sible

7) to offer suggestions An how to avoid a
recurrence -of errors

Instructors can use RSVP for as many assign-
ments and students as they'vvish The system is
programmed td.frack the number of assignments
processed land the levels and skill areas apf
prescriptions requested for each student, this
data specifies prescriptions requested for the
first, second, and 010 times Thus, the RSVP
s'yStem maintains a cumulative record that en-
ables eto provide teachers with a status report
for each student

This application of RSVP is a winning feature
with faculty because it saves them time in record
keeping and, in clear status reporting A page
from an instructors rollbook and an RSVP status
report are illustrated to show this contrast

31
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Individualized Analysis of Writirfg
Miami-Dade Community dollege

Stattis Report

Dear Student

t

trr

Student # 0000003

Based on my evaluation of ydur assignments
I would like to give you a report on your present
statys in this writing class So far you have turned
in A

Assignment 1 Basic Feedback
Assignment 2 Basic Feedback
Assignment 3 Basic Feedbpck
Assignment 4 Detailed Feedback
Assignment 5 Detailed Feedback
Assignment 6 Detailed Feedback
Assignment 7 Integrated Feedback
Assignment 8 Integrated Feedback,

I would like you to pay oartiatiar attention to
the followiri'g area(s)

34
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\ Basic Feedba
-

Fused sentence Comma splice misuse of
comma betweenssentences

Pinctuation Misuse or omission of apostrophe
`tin contractions .

Spqing Rule-related errors
Dicti n Commonly confused, words
Unity nd coherence Digressions
Meth of development Lack of details, facts,

statist cs

Fragment D
used as a s

Pronoun 'Lack
Unnecessary u

Diction Problem w
Method of develo

comparison/contra
Modifier Dangling
Stringy sentences ov
Inadequate introductory p

Detailed Feedback

pendent or subordinate claute
ntence

agreement with antecedent
of comma

h connotation
ent Inadequate use of

\ C
coordination
ragraph

Integrated Feed a k

Fragment ..*
Verb usage Ineffective use of voic
Sentence Faulty modification
Style Inappropriate tone, ,,

'Narrative Problems witti such elements s point
of view. Tenser pace

35



Persuasive argument Problems with such ele-
ments as examples, stance. diction

You seem to be continuing to have difficulty
in the following area(s)

Basic Feedback

Subject/verb agreement

In the following area(s), this is the third time you
have had difficulty so I recommend that you see
me with this letter for additional help

Basic Feedback

Fragment Dependent or subordinate clause used
as a sentence

Jf you have any questions about this status
report, or it you need further information about
any comments I have given you to read so far,
I will be happy to try to help you

Since rely.

The Faculty Med-ter s Name
has been removed intentionally
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Evaluation of the RSVP
Writing Program

The RSVP Feedback Program for Individualized
Analysis of Writing was field, tested for one term
by nine faculty from five community colleges AR
nine, faculty used the program in writing forTone
section_ of a course, three taught at the develop-
mental writing level and the remaining at the
freshman composition _tevel and seven of the
faculty taught another section of the same course
without using RSVP The instructors volunteered
to try the RSVP feedback program in writing, and
their two sections were randomly designated as
RSVP and non-RSVP groups

Several criteria were considered in the selec-
tion of tests for the study their suitability', their
validity and reliability, their cost, the ease of and
the time needed for their administration, their
scope of measuring variability in students' writing
abilities The tests selected, which met most of
the criteria, were 1) one objective test "Com-,
parative Guidance and Placement Program
Written English Expression" (WEE) test (Edwca-
iional Testing Service, 1972) and 2),one essay
test for use in all classes ,

A general attitude questionnaire as admin-
istered at the,end of the experiment to the studentS
in all classes. The questionnaire, locally con- ,
structed, consisted of 39 questions representing

37
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two attitudes one toward writing413 items
one toward the class (26 items)

In addition -to the student general attitude
questionnaire, RSVP attitude questionnaires con-
sisting of 19 items and 28 items. respectively,

4\' Were administered at the end of the experiment
to the students and/ instructors in the RSVP
groups 'These questibnnaires also were locally
constructed Both the General and RSVP Atti-
tude questionnaires were checked for internal
consistency with'Cronbach s coefficient alpha

Five oft of nine Instructors who used the pro-
/

gram felt highly positive about it and savy,benefits
for themselves and their students, while two
expressed mixed amoticrns and two felt more
negative than positive contrary to the popular

. belief that computers are impersonal. the instruc-
tors fgund that RSVP helped .to personalize
instruction Such positive instructor attitude,,
despite the rigorous requirements of an experi-
mental study and the newness of computer-
related activities, endorses the concept of the
instructor computer partnekspip for individualiz-

. ing instruction Instructors pointed torthe sys-
tematic approach to instruction as the pay -off in
using RSVP Since the completion of the expen-
mentaf study: Tie RSVP Feedback Program in
writing-has continued lobe used by an increaNng
number of InstrUctor,

From the, perspective of students, the RSVP
Feedbadk Program in writing is claim to be
positive, helpjal and personalized re onses
similar to those that have been received from
students in other Miami-Dade courses using
38
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to give individualized feedback in ;definable
aspects of writing punctuation, grammar,
and dictiOn Holistic scoring, on the other hank:
spans areas that the total instructional activities
are intended to coyer, although not necessarily
addressed by the RSVP Feedbaik Prograrq in
writing

While there was a significant difference pe-
tween the RSVP and the non-RSVP groups on'
the WEE test, there was no significant difference
in the holistic scores that represented whole"
writing In other words, the RSVP Feedback
Program in writing accomplished what it was
expected to do, nothing more and nothing less.
However, there is no reason why the creative
minds of English faculty cannot conceive of a plan
to use RSVP to address other areas of concern in
writing This challenge is perhaps- the most
exciting feature of RSVP to explore -the yet
untapped.capabilities of the system

42
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Follow-up Study of the RSVP
Writing Program

Now that the RSVP writing program has be-
come more familiar to faculty members, it is
important to know how they have implemented
the system for particular groups of students
whose attributes native language. 'ethnicity. as-
sessment scoresare stored in Miami-Dade s
Master Student Records and are accessible to
RSVP. Fox. instance, do Spanish-.speaking stu-
dents receive different prescriptions than do
English ,speaking students? Do the findings differ
from one feedback level to another? What might
the answers signify?

Interesting trends were uncovered in 1,200
assignments processed two-thirds of the way into
one major term for approximately 500 students
Out of the 1,200 assignments, 242 were placed at
the basic level of feedback At tits level, the five
most frequently chosen skill areas.were (in order
from first place to fifth) (1) fused sentence, (2)
punctuation, (3) fragment, (4) verb usage, and (5)
diction What is interesting is that these Skill areas
were selected in this order of priority for all
Students at this level. regardless of whether they
were Spanish speakers, English speakers, above
the, Ehglish cut-off. or below it

The similarity found across growps of assign-
ments was the same for the intermeNale level ofk
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feedback. although, as might be expected. the
most frequently used prescriptions here dealt
with matters of diction, organization -of ideas,
and spelling, ifie one notable exception to the--
pattern was in the area of fused sentence,-N
which surfaced in the top five skill areas for
Spanish speakers and those beim the English
cut-off, but not for ,Rthe other two groups The
trend of sonilarity acros3 groups repeateb itself at N
the superior level of feedbacks. where more op-
tions for positive reinforcement are available

This statistical analysis showi,,lhe capacities
of RSVP to provide valuable information that can
assist in improving instruction because. if nothing..
else. it point's out the largest number of students
who experience similar difficulties Usually.
English teachers have relied on intuitive infeni.
ences rather than on quantitative analysis ,co
determine the areas of instruction that require
greater concentration _
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literature on RSVP

Many more applications of RSVP have-been
developed by Miami-Dade Community College
The following document. prepared for the 10th
anniversary of RSVP, contains 'a list of materials,
availgble upon request, that cover some
adaitional applications.

Table of Contents of RSVP Applications Of a
' Computer System for Individualizing .Instruction
and Advisement t

A. Instruction

Student Instruction?! Applications:
Model l .

The Art of Being Rumen (HUM 2570z)
A. television course that introduces the

'I student to humanistic experience in the arts
and philosophy as a permanent resource
for livilig

'Death Attitudes and Life Affirmation (DEP
2481z) Open Collelge .

A radio ffurse that is a study of mortality.
its psychdlogical apd social consequences,
and the problems ii' poSes for modern
A ncans
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Optimal Self-DevelopmentASTD_1108z &
STD 1108)

, A radio and audiovisual course that is
designed to enable students to clarify their
feelings, needs values, and purposes in
order to facilitate their personal and social
development

Interdisciplinary Science The Ascent of Man
(IDS 1190z)

Rn independeht-study course thlt traces
major cultural events ansin4" from the
biological and sociat evolution:of humans
through their scientific discoveries and
inventions

Business Law (BUL 2111z)
A radio course that introduces students to
the rights obligations and duties of persons
taking part in business transactions

General EdOcation Earth Science (GLY 1000z)
R television course that is a survey of
astronomy. meteorology, climatology,
oceanography and geology and that
stresses th$ scientific method and the
enhancement of the powers of observation
and interpretation

Human Growth and Development I DEP 2000z)
A television Course that looks at how
humans gow and develop from conception,
through old age by examining the interplay
of biological factors human interaction.
and cultural forces on the psychological
development of humans

Intro:Judi& to Psychology (PSY 2012z)
44 46
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A television course that blends classic
materials with the most recent develop-
ments in psychological theory in order to
provide an understanding of human be-
havior as a natural phenomenon subject to
scientific study

Anatomy and Physiology Lab (APB 2190L,'
2191L)

An audio-tutorial lab setting that is used to
instruct students in health-related fields of
study by presenting material in units of
organ systems .

General Education Mathematics (MGF 2113)
A course designated primarily f Or liberal arts
majors who wish tg cover the uses and
al):izyllications of mathematics in real life
e penendes and as a means for under-
standing and analyzing daily events

Human Growth and Development (DEP 2000)
A course that includes imp6rtant theoretical
models of human development and such
topics as genetics learning, intelligence.
socialization personality, sex-role identi-
fication, language, acquisition, and moral
development

Learning Media Center Mathematics (MAT
1992)

A course that teaches bttsic math skills for
credit. but with no scheduled class time,
and that uses a variety of print and non-
print instructional rgatenals

-, 47
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Student Instructional Applications: Model II

RSVP Feedback Program for Individualized
Analysis of Writing College-wide

A program that functions independently of
textbook selection and instructional re-
sources, strategies. and settings and is
designed to provide students with feedback
about their writing strengths and weak-
nesses

English Composition (ENC 1130z)
A course that emphaiizes the techniques of
expository prose by reviewing basic writing
skills and sbowing students how to shape
a thesis, plan a composition, and develop
an effective writing style

Student instructional Applications:
Model ill

Reading Skills Lab (REA 1992)
A learning support services course de-
signed 4o help students improve their skills
in twenty -eight objectrves related to reading

Developmental Studies Readin (REA 1992)
*. A classroom and lab course designed to

help students improve their skills in a
sequentiaHy arianged hierarchy of reading
objectives

Writing Lesson Selection (ENC 1992)
A developmental studies course designed
to help students improve their skills in sixty
objectives related to writing

Developmental Studies Mathematics (MAT.
1992)

46
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A developmental studies course designed
to help students improve their skills in 'Six
major mathematics modules

Mathematics Learning Cerite-i's
A program for arithmetic, introductory and

I intermediate algebra, and trigonometry that
uses a combination of print and non-print
materials

Social Science Resource Center -,
A learning support service that offers quiet
areas for study, class notes from instructors,
books and articles on a variety of social
science topics, peer teachers to help with
difficulties, and audiovisual materials to
augment the lectures

Faculty instructional Applications

Developmental- Studies Mathematics (MAT
1992)

A developmental studies course designed
to help students improve their skills in six
major mathematics modules

Student Service Information Profile
A program designed to provide information
about the disabilities, limitations. abilities,
and academic needs of handicapped stu-
dents to their Instructors prior to the start
of each term

B. Advisement

Academic Alert and Advisement System
A system designed to alert and advise
40.000 credit students about their progress

47
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and attendance midway into every major
term J

Health Analysis and Improvement t HLP 101Ch
A course designed to assess students
physical fitness levels and place them in
individualized health and fitness programs

RSVP FacUlty Data Bank
A program designed to maintain a tiank of
information on the work related and recrea-
tional activities of Miami-Dade s North
Campus faculty 'staff

48

RSVP Nurselect

A program designed to select students
by pre-established crrteria for the Associate
Degree Nursing Program and inform them
of her admission status

Respiratory Therapy Program
A program that has incorporated RSVP to
provide students with individualized prep-
aration for the Respiratory Th?rapy Tech-
nician Certification Examination adminis-
tered by the National Board for Respiratory
Therapy

4.

Documents Available Upon Request

RSVP Conceptual Framework for Course
Planning

This pamphlet emphasizes the need for
engaging in systematic course planning for
RSVP. and it presents the variations in in-
struction that are possible when students'
performance and characteristics 4e con-
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sidered together The focus is on the
process of course planning rather than on
the course content

RSVP A Faculty/Computer Partnership

This pamphlet discusses the philosophical
positions of the prdponents and opponehts
of the use of computers in higher education,
the place of computer-based instruction
in colleges of - higher learning and the
faculty/computer partnership achieved
through RSVP

RSVP Human Reflections
This pamphlet presents testimonies from
students. 4aculty and administrators who
have been exposed to RSVP

..- 49
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RSVP Instructional Capabilities (Price
$7.00)*

This guide illustrates the various Imple
mentation possibilities of the system from
the perspective of the faculty Illustrations
include different disciplines and questions
in the cognitive, affective. and psycho-
motor domains

RSVP A Guide for Implementation (Price
$25.00)*

This guide for implementing RSVP is written
with special attention to a novice in com-
puter use The various programs in the
RSVP system and thei functions 'and
programming requiremen are described
An illustrative course, "Lea ning by Doing,h
is Included to take the use from the start
to the finish of a course,while working with
RSVP

RSVP Newsletter (Biannual)

This publication features articles by RSVP
users who are involved in developing and
implementing new projects

'A wvable to, a 90 day free tvai perg>d Contact Auxiliary Services Warm
Dade Commuroy 11011 od 104th Street Miami FFonba 33176
13051 596 1364
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Computer-Enhanced Academic Alert and
Advisement System

This paper presented at the t USE
conference discusses the -wide
advisement system used at
to alert 45,000 credit studdnts about their
progress and attendance midway into every
major term

Promises to Keep...Academic Alert and
Advisement

This paper discusses the same system
presented in #7 above

Research Report on the "RSVP feedback
Pkogram for Individualized Analysis of
Writing" e

This document presents the findings of an
experimental study of the program involving
students' writing assignments from selected
classes and labs in five communitycolleges
including Miami-Dade

Published Articles
t%

For more information on RSVP, readers also
can refer to the published articles that are
listed below

Shostak. R. -Computers and Teaching
English Bits 'N' Pieces" The Computing
Teacher, Vol VIII, No 6, pp 56-57

.Anaruiam, K Elsa E , Kotler L "Effective-
ness of a Computer Based Feedback System

51
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for Writing Journal of Computer-.Based
Instruction, VI (May 1980), 125-133,

Clevenger, J V , :Helping Individual Stu-
dents Journal of Chemical Education, LVII
(May 1980), 357-359

Kelly, j T , and Anandam, K , "Instruction at
a Distance Is Personalized Through Tech-
nology "-Journal 6f Personalized Instruction,-
III (Fall 1978), 1'82-164

Pallow, W The Mathematics Learning
Center A COmputer-Managed Multimedra
Program The Mathematics Teacher, Nov-
ember 1980, p 627,

Kelly, J. r and Anandam, K "RSVP An
invitation to Individualize Instruction Corn;,
munity arid Junior College Journal, March
1978, pp 24 -26

Kotler, L and Anandam, K "Teacher-
Computer P nership in the Teaching of
Writing ollege Composition and Communi-
cation, in press

Waniewicz. I , "The TV Ontario Academy
the Use' of Television Broadcasting -11-1d
Computer-Managed Learning for Adults
Educational Broadcasting Journal, XIV
(line 1981), 78-81
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Dade is utilizing all the experiences with RSVP
and creating new ideas for the development
of a microcomputer:based system ° felled
CAMELOT , .

The CAMELOT system will be capable of using
all current RSVP applications, as well as contain
several new features that will operate on a stand-

. alone microcomputer This project is supported
by an Exxon Education Foundation grant, Con-
tribution§ from four community colleges in the
United States and two other institutions! one in
Canada and the other in Northern Ireland . ,

,

People often ask. What is the pay-off for
Miami-Dade in using RSVP' retention im-
proved9 Are grades improved'," There is no way
to answer these questions-in the affirmative with
any degree of certainty, and clearly not with
hard-core data except in a few cases Yet, it can
be said for certain that the intangibles can be
counted on in the long run to make a difference
intangibles Idch as collaborative work, quality-
oriented courseware development, and review
and refinement processes In 'short, faculty

, development and faculty satisfaction have
occurred . .

To help move along with only these intangibles
are our students RSVP is a decisive winner with
students in each and every application Undoqbt-
edly, it is the students' satisfaction ,that attracts
faculty to RSVP It is gratifying that RSVP serves
the role of cloning" the faculty (as one instructor
put it) so that their students receive the individual
attention they deserve .
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The uses of RSVP at Miami -Dade .ard as varied
as the faculty and advisors using it In all the work
with RSVP, there has been emphasis on the
educational aspects of curriculum design and
assessment, elevating the human activities above
the computer capabilities and thereby producing
qual4 instructional programs for students Herein
lies the strength of RSVP its potentials for faculty
devellopmenj, tangential and indirect as com-
pared with the planned 'and direct outcomes of
individualized learnin0..will in the long run make
a substantial contribution to the duality/of higher
education and perhaps will be sustSined and
continued long after RSVP
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